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Abstract
The high dimension, complexity, and imbalance of network data are hot issues in the field of intrusion detection. Nowadays,
intrusion detection systems face some challenges in improving the accuracy of minority classes detection, detecting unknown
attacks, and reducing false alarm rates. To address the above problems, we propose a novel multi-module integrated
intrusion detection system, namely GMM-WGAN-IDS. The system consists of three parts, such as feature extraction,
imbalance processing, and classification. Firstly, the stacked autoencoder-based feature extraction module (SAE module)
is proposed to obtain a deeper representation of the data. Secondly, on the basis of combining the clustering algorithm
based on gaussian mixture model and the wasserstein generative adversarial network based on gaussian mixture model, the
imbalance processing module (GMM-WGAN) is proposed. Thirdly, the classification module (CNN-LSTM) is designed
based on convolutional neural network (CNN) and long short-termmemory (LSTM). We evaluate the performance of GMM-
WGAN-IDS on the NSL-KDD and UNSW-NB15 datasets, comparing it with other intrusion detection methods. Finally,
the experimental results show that our proposed GMM-WGAN-IDS outperforms the state-of-the-art methods and achieves
better performance.

Keywords Intrusion detection system · Stacked autoencoder · Gaussian mixture model · Wasserstein generative adversarial
network · Imbalance processing · Feature extraction · Deep learning

1 Introduction

The explosive growth of network traffic has made the net-
work security situation increasingly severe. Especially in the
epidemic of COVID-19 Coronavirus, most enterprises are
working remotely, which further highlights the importance
of network security. According to the Global Risk Report
2021 [1], cyber attacks are listed as one of the top five
sources most likely to pose a serious risk on a global scale.
Intrusion detection system (IDS) [2] is an active defense
technology that can detect malicious attacks, unauthorized
activities, and potential threats in the network. Traditional
intrusion detection methods mainly match detection by cre-
ating rule bases, which cannot detect unknown attacks.
Along with the great progress of machine learning in the
fields such as computer vision [3] and human computer
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interaction [4], machine learning is also applied to intrusion
detection. Intrusion detection methods based on machine
learning largely depend on manual feature selection. Deep
learning technology can take network traffic anomaly detec-
tion as a classification problem [5]. At present, the applica-
tion of deep learning technology to intrusion detection has
achieved good results, but there are still some shortcomings.

First, due to the influence of data dimension, the
detection rate of the trained model for some attack classes
is low, which affects the overall detection rate.

Secondly, data imbalance affects the performance of
intrusion detection classifier. For example, in UNSW-NB15
dataset, there are 2,218,761 normal data and 321,283 attack
data, of which the rarest worm attack is only 174.

In order to overcome the above shortcomings, this
paper proposes a novel multi-module integrated intrusion
detection system for high-dimensional imbalanced data,
which is called GMM-WGAN-IDS. The main contributions
of the proposed system in this paper are as follows.

– We design a feature extraction module based on stacked
autoencoder, SAE module. The module is able to obtain
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deep feature representations of high-dimensional data,
so as to achieve optimal feature extraction.

– By combining the gaussian mixture model-based clus-
tering algorithm (GMM-based clustering algorithm)
and the gaussian mixture model-based wasserstein
generative adversarial network (GMM-based WGAN),
we propose the imbalance processing module, GMM-
WGAN. The module can effectively alleviate the prob-
lems of data imbalance and insufficient rare attack
samples.

– We merge convolutional neural network (CNN) and
long short-term memory (LSTM) together to form a
classification module, CNN-LSTM. The module fully
considers the correlation between data and is more
suitable for intrusion detection environment.

– In order to maximize the intrusion detection capability,
this paper integrates the above three sub-modules
and proposes GMM-WGAN-IDS. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first attempt to integrate three
modules together for intrusion detection. To evaluate
its performance, experiments are conducted on two
datasets and compared with other intrusion detection
methods. In addition, ablation study is performed to
assess the effectiveness of each module.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We
briefly introduce the related work in Section 2, including
the application of machine learning methods, deep learning
methods, feature extraction, and imbalance processing
methods in intrusion detection. In Section 3, we outline
the background knowledge, including autoencoder (AE) and
generative adversarial network (GAN). Section 4 describes
the design and implementation of GMM-WGAN-IDS in
details. Section 5 presents the experimental procedure and
comparative study. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related work

In recent years, machine learning is widely used in network
intrusion detection. Nawir et al. [6] designed an online
classifier (AODE) to process dynamic network data. The
algorithm enables the classifier to constantly update features
in the training phase, and realizes the rapid detection of data.
Using the packing method based on genetic algorithm as
the search strategy, Khammassi et al. [7] selected the best
feature subset of the whole dataset. Three different decision
tree classifiers are used to measure the performance of the
selected feature subset. The results show that the method
improves the classification performance of the system, but
the classification accuracy for rare attacks is low. Most
machine learning-based intrusion detection methods rely on
manual feature selection, which can be a very cumbersome

and time-consuming process. In addition, these methods
are constrained by their inadequate expression ability on
data and have difficulties in dealing with imbalanced data
effectively.

For large datasets, deep learning [8] has significant
advantages over shallow neural networks and general
machine learning algorithms. Kamalakanta et al. [9] pro-
posed a context-adaptive intrusion detection system. The
system distributes multiple independent deep reinforcement
learning agents in the network to detect complex network
attacks. Caminero et al. [10] applied adversarial reinforce-
ment learning to the field of intrusion detection. Experimen-
tal results show that the model has good accuracy but does
not adequately deal with the data imbalance problem. Tian
et al. [11] proposed an intrusion detection approach based
on improved deep belief network (DBN). A combined spar-
sity penalty term based on Kullback- Leibler (KL) diver-
gence and non-mean Gaussian distribution is introduced in
the likelihood function of the unsupervised training phase
of DBN, thus avoiding the problem of feature homogene-
ity and overfitting. Li et al. [12] proposed a deep learning
approach for intrusion detection using a multi-convolutional
neural network (multi-CNN) fusion method. According to
the correlation, the feature data is divided into four parts,
and then the one-dimensional feature data is converted into
a grayscale graph. The experimental results demonstrate
that the multi-CNN fusion model provides a classification
method with high accuracy and low complexity. Qureshi
et al. [13] proposed deep neural network and adaptive self-
taught-based transfer learning technique, which exploits the
concept of self-taught learning to train deep neural net-
works for reliable intrusion detection. It is experimentally
shown that the proposed approach is robust and offers good
generalization.

2.1 Feature extraction

For high-dimensional network data, efficient feature extrac-
tion is a hot topic in the field of intrusion detection. Xu
et al. [14] proposed a new intrusion detection method
LCVAE. The method uses a logarithmic hyperbolic cosine
function (log-cosh) to design an efficient loss term bal-
ance generation and reconstruction process with CNN for
feature extraction and classification. Ieracitano et al. [15]
proposed a novel statistical analysis and autoencoder (AE)
driven intelligent intrusion detection system (IDS). The
IDS combines data analytics and statistical techniques with
recent advances in machine learning theory to extract
more optimized, strongly correlated features. Al-Turaiki
et al. [16] proposed a novel network intrusion detec-
tion model based on deep learning. Also, a hybrid two-
step preprocessing approach is applied to generate mean-
ingful features. The approach combines dimensionality
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reduction and feature engineering using deep feature syn-
thesis. Kasongo et al. [17] studied a novel intrusion detec-
tion system using a wrapper based feature extraction unit
(WFEU) and feed-forward deep neural network (FFDNN),
which performs better in binary classification but poorly
in multi-classification. Shams et al. [18] proposed a new
context-aware feature extraction method as a preprocessing
step for convolutional neural network (CNN)-based multi-
class intrusion detection, which reduces feature space and
classification time and improves classification accuracy. Liu
et al. [19] designed a particle swarm optimization-based gra-
dient descent algorithm (PSO-LightGBM). PSO-LightGBM
can extract the features of the data and input them into one-
class svm (OCSVM) to identify malicious data. The results
show that the method has better accuracy for the detection
of small sample data.

When facing a large number of data, the traditional
data dimensionality reduction method can only extract
incomplete feature representation from the data. It is
difficult to extract the deep features of the data by
using single-layer AE. Therefore, a stacked autoencoder
(SAE) is proposed to achieve dimensionality reduction and
reconstruction of high-dimensional data.

2.2 Imbalance processingmethods

The imbalanced distribution of training samples can cause
classification algorithms to tend to misclassify classes
with fewer samples into classes with more samples [20].
Most machine learning and deep learning algorithms are
sensitive to imbalanced data, which can lead to low
detection rates of rare attacks. To improve the recognition
rate of classification algorithms for minority categories,
researchers have dealt with data imbalance mainly at
the data level. Verma et al. [21] proposed an intrusion
detection model based on time series. The detection rate of
minority classes is improved by adaptive synthetic sampling
(ADASYN). Jiang et al. [22] used the one-side selection
(OSS) method to reduce the majority class samples and
the synthetic minority over-sampling technique (SMOTE)
to increase the minority class samples, so as to alleviate the
data imbalance. Bedi et al. [23] proposed an improved siam-
ids (I-SiamIDS) to cope with the data imbalance problem.
In the first layer, the input samples are hierarchically filtered
to identify attack traffic, and then sent to the second layer to
identify specific types of attacks. Ma et al. [24] combined
reinforcement learning algorithms with SMOTE techniques
to design the AESMOTE model, which outperforms the
original AE-RL model in several aspects.

Data augmentation algorithms are able to address the
imbalance of the training set by artificially creating
rare attack samples. However, existing data augmenta-
tion methods either ignore the distributional features of

the data or ignore the spatial knowledge between fea-
tures [25]. Therefore, this paper combines gaussian mix-
ture model (GMM) with wasserstein generative adver-
sarial network (WGAN) to adequately deal with the
data imbalance problem. Currently, WGAN is rarely
used as a data augmentation algorithm for intrusion
detection.

3 Background

3.1 Autoencoder

AE [26] consists of an encoder and a decoder, which is an
unsupervised neural network. The encoder compresses the
original data into low-dimensional data, and the decoder
restores the low-dimensional data into the original data.
The features extracted from the original data are used as
the output of the encoder. Its core function is to mine
deep representation of input data, which is mainly used in
feature extraction and nonlinear dimensionality reduction
[27]. The AE minimizes the error between the input data
and the reconstructed output data by learning a mapping
function. Finally, the network parameters are adjusted by
backpropagating the error [28].

The AE structure is shown in Fig. 1, given the
input dataset (x1, x2, x3, · · · , xm). hm denotes the feature
representation of the input data after encoding by the
hidden layer, and x̂i denotes the output representation of the
reconstructed original data after decoding from the hidden
layer. The functional expression of the encoding process is
shown in (1).

Fig. 1 The structure of autoencoder
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h (xi) = f
(
W(1)xi + b(1)

)
(1)

Where, W(1) is the weight matrix between the input layer
and the hidden layer, and b(1) is the bias vector of the input
layer. The activation function f is a sigmoid function with
the value range of [0,1]. The decoder process is shown in
(2).

x̂i = g
(
W(2)h (xi) + b(2)

)
(2)

Where, W(2) is the weight matrix between the hidden layer
and the output layer, and b(2) is the bias vector of the hidden
layer, and g is the decoding activation function sigmoid. The
parameter matrix of the AE is optimized to minimize the
reconstruction error, as shown in (3).

φ (Θ) = argθ,θ ′min
1

m

m∑
i=1

L
(
xi, x̂i

)
(3)

Where L represents the error loss function, as shown in
(4).

L
(
x, x̂

) = ‖x − x̂‖2 (4)

3.2 Generative adversarial network

GAN is a probabilistic generative model proposed by
Goodfellow et al. [29], which is inspired by the “two-
person zero-sum game” in game theory. GAN can learn the
distribution characteristics of sample data and generate data
with similar characteristics.

As shown in Fig. 2, GAN consists of a generator (G,
Generator Model) and a discriminator (D, Discriminative
Model). The task of G is to generate data G(z) that
matches the real data distribution Pr by the input randomly
distributed noise z. The task of D is to discriminate whether
the input sample is the real data x from the dataset or the
generated data G(z). The ultimate goal of G is to maximize
the probability that D discriminates incorrectly, and the
ultimate goal of D is to maximize the probability that it
discriminates correctly, i.e., D(G(z)) is as close as possible
to 0 and D(x) is as close as possible to 1. The performance
of generator G and discriminator D is mutually improved
by adversarial training. The model optimization function is
given by (5).

min
G

max
D

V (D, G) = Ex−Pr (x) [lneD (x)] + Ez−Pg(z)

[ln (1 − D (G (z)))] (5)

Where Pr(x) is the distribution of real samples and
Pg(z) denotes the distribution of noise. The training of the
GAN is performed byG andD alternately. In the ideal state,
the model finds a globally optimal solution, that is,D cannot
determine whether the input data is the real data x or the
data G(z) generated by G. At this time, the data generated
by the generator G is highly similar to the real data.

Fig. 2 Structure of generative adversarial network

4 Proposedmethodology

4.1 Frame

The architecture of GMM-WGAN-IDS proposed in this
paper is shown in Fig. 3, which consists of three main
modules: feature extraction module, imbalance processing
module, and classification module.

4.2 Feature extractionmodule

AE consists of a simple three-layer network. When the
dimension of data is high, the feature extraction function
can not meet the requirements, especially for minority
class data. Therefore, this paper constructs an SAE-based
feature extraction module (SAE module) to perform feature
dimensionality reduction on the data and mine the deep
representation of the data.

After the AE training is completed, the output features
of its hidden layer are used as the input of the next AE.
And so on, multiple AEs are stacked layer by layer to form
SAE [30]. By learning multiple hidden layers, the low-
level features are combined to obtain the high-level sample
representative features without learning redundant features.
The structure of the SAE is shown in Fig. 4.

As the first module of GMM-WGAN-IDS, whether
the best features can be extracted or not will affect the
performance of the whole system, so it is crucial to
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Fig. 3 Structure of GMM-WGAN-IDS

train the module to achieve optimal feature extraction.
The training of SAE consists of unsupervised pre-training
and supervised parameter fine-tuning. In the unsupervised
pre-training phase, the output of each layer is used as
the input of the next layer, and training is performed
independently layer by layer. In the supervised fine-tuning
phase, all layers are considered as a whole and fine-tuning
of parameters such as weights and biases of the whole
network is done by training again using labeled data and
gradient descent. This two-stage training mode optimizes
the network structure, reduces the output error, improves the
learning efficiency, which enables SAE to have powerful
dimensionality reduction and feature expression capability.

4.3 Imbalance processingmodule

The imbalance processing module is divided into two parts.
For the majority class, GMM-based clustering algorithm
is used to under-sample the redundant samples. For the
minority class, GMM-based WGAN is used to generate rare
samples, thereby expanding the labeled sample set. When

performing multi-classification tasks, this module is used
to assist training, alleviate data imbalance and improve the
detection capability of the model.

4.3.1 Majority class under-sampling of GMM-based
clustering algorithm

GMM is a parametric probability distribution model that
represents a linear combination of multiple gaussian
distribution functions. Probability distributions based on
GMM use sampling algorithms to produce samples that
are consistent with the distribution of real data. A
common method for GMM parameter estimation is the
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [31]. Assuming
that all samples are from multiple gaussian distributions
with different parameters, samples belonging to the same
distribution are grouped into the same cluster and the GMM
returns the probability that the samples belong to different
clusters. As in (6), the GMM can be viewed as a mixture
of K gaussian distributions at certain proportions, with each
gaussian component determined by the mean μ and the
covariance matrix �.

p (x) =
K∑

k=1

p (k) p (x|k) =
K∑

k=1

πkN (x|μk, �k) ,

K∑
k=1

πk = 1 (6)

GMM is an extension of the gaussian model, which uses
a combination of multiple gaussian distributions to portray
the data distribution. As shown in Fig. 5, the GMM-based
clustering algorithm can obtain the clustering distribution
state of each class of samples. The majority class samples
are under-sampled according to the clustering distribution
state, and only the most representative core samples of the
majority class are retained. The algorithm not only reduces
redundant data, but also achieves accurate under-sampling.

4.3.2 Minority class generation for GMM-basedWGAN

Although the classical GAN uses zero-sum game theory to
define a new generative model, it measures the distance
between the real sample and thegenerated sample through the
jensen-shannon divergence (JS). This leads to gradient dis-
appearance [32] when optimizing the objective function
(5). In addition, some problems also occur in the training
process, such as instability, model collapse and so on.
WGAN [33] is a modification of GAN that uses wasser-
stein distance as a distance metric and translates it into an
optimization problem. By using wasserstein distance to
compare data distributions, the wasserstein value can well
represent the distance between two data samples. Even if
there is no overlap between the two data distributions, the
training of the model is more stable. This method basi-
cally solves the problems of model collapse and gradient
disappearance. The optimized objective function is (7).
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Fig. 4 The structure of stacked
autoencoder

L = Ex∼Pdata(x) [D (x)] − Ez∼Pz(z) [D (G (z))] (7)

According to (7), the loss functions of the discriminator and
generator can be derived as (8) and (9).

Dloss = Ez∼Pz(z) [D (G (z))] − Ex∼Pdata(x) [D (x)] (8)

Gloss = −Ez∼Pz(z) [D (G (z))] (9)

Where x is the input real sample, Pdata (x) is the real
sample distribution, and z is the input noise, Pz (z) is the
distribution of the noise.

Although WGAN makes the training process more
stable, there are still some problems. When the number of
training samples is small, bad samples will be generated,
which makes it difficult for WGAN to converge. When G

and D reach the equilibrium point, the data generated by
G still has high repeatability. The generator describes the
distribution of training samples with a single distribution,
which is difficult to reflect the feature diversity of samples.
Due to the single characteristics of the generated samples,
the purpose of data enhancement cannot be achieved.

Fig. 5 Under-sampling of GMM-based clustering algorithms

The essence of GMM is to use multiple normal
distributions to portray the diverse characteristics of the
samples as a whole. By constructing multiple gaussian
distributions of minority class samples, a mixed distribution
model consisting of multiple normal distributions is
built. On the one hand, the mixed model of multiple
distributions can better portray the diversity characteristics
of the samples. On the other hand, the diversity of data
features is constrained by each distribution, which makes
the new samples generated by the hybrid model not
only have diversity, but also maintain the similarity with
the characteristics of the original samples. Through the
integration of GMM into WGAN, GMM-based WGAN
can better deal with each gaussian distribution of minority
classes to generate more real minority class samples. The
structure of the GMM-based WGAN is shown in Fig. 6.

Multiple distribution noise is used as the input of the
generator to generate fake data with features of individual
class and multiple distributions. The discriminator identi-
fies the real data from the generated data and then gives the

Fig. 6 Structure of GMM-based WGAN
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wasserstein loss to update the parameters of the discrimina-
tor and generator. The minority classes generation algorithm
for GMM-based WGAN is written as Algorithm 1.

In this paper, we use GMM-based WGAN as a generative
model to generate minority class data. GMM-based WGAN
can better fit multiple distributions of minority class
samples and alleviate the problem of insufficient rare attack
samples.

4.4 Classificationmodule

The traditional intrusion detection technology has low
detection accuracy when performing multi-classification
tasks. Because the shallow learning model lacks the ability
to deal with high-dimensional complex data, it cannot learn
the feature representation well. To this end, based on solving
the problem of feature redundancy and data imbalance,
this paper designs CNN-LSTM [34] that is more suitable
for intrusion detection tasks, i.e., a classification module
based on CNN and LSTM. The module merges CNN and
LSTM together to maximize the performance of intrusion
detection.

CNN [35] consists of alternating stacks of convolutional
and pooling layers. The convolutional layers are used to
extract features and the pooling layers are used to enhance
the generality of the features.

LSTM [36] is suitable for processing and predicting
important events with long intervals and delays in time
series, which solves the problems of gradient disappearance
and gradient explosion. It can effectively deal with the
attack memory overflow problem in intrusion detection.

CNN-LSTM module can automatically learn the rep-
resentation of data without manual extraction of complex
features. It has a strong potential when facing complex

high-dimensional massive data. The structure of CNN-
LSTM module is shown in Fig. 7.

5 Experiment and analysis

In this section, the performance of GMM-WGAN-IDS is
experimentally evaluated. The evaluation dataset, experimen-
tal environment, and experimental procedures are described
in detail, compared with classical methods, imbalance pro-
cessing algorithms, and state-of-the-art intrusion detection
methods. In addition, an ablation study is performed.

5.1 Dataset

There are 41 features and one label in NSL-KDD [37]
dataset, which solves the problem of data redundancy in
KDD Cup 99 dataset. The original training set KDDTrain+
contains 125,973 data and the original test set KDDTest+
contains 22,544 data. There are four main types of attacks:
Dos, Probe, R2L, and U2R, as shown in Table 1.

The UNSW-NB15 [38] dataset was created by the
Australian Centre for Cyber Security (ACCS) in 2015. It
covers a large number of low occupancy intrusion and deep
structure network transmission information. It represents
the modern network traffic mode, so it is more suitable to
simulate the current complex network environment. It has
47 features and one specific attack category label. As shown
in Table 1, the dataset contains 2,540,044 samples and 9
different attack types, which are Fuzzers, DoS, Analysis,
Reconnaissance, Exploit, Shellcode, Worm, Backdoor, and
Generic.

NSL-KDD and UNSW-NB15 are typical high-
dimensional imbalanced datasets, which have the
characteristics of high feature dimension and large data
volume. Among them, most of the data are normal network
data and contain only a small amount of attack data. The
redundant features and imbalanced data will reduce the
detection accuracy and increase the training and detection
time. There are also unknown attacks in the test set, which
test the generalization ability more.

5.2 Evaluationmetrics

Due to the highly imbalanced nature of the dataset, using
accuracy alone as an evaluation metric is not sufficient.
Because the sample size of the majority class is much larger
than that of the minority classes, the classification algorithm
can still have high classification accuracy even if all the
minority classes are misclassified. Therefore, we adopt
Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1 Score as evaluation
metrics to comprehensively evaluate GMM-WGAN-IDS.
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Fig. 7 Structure of CNN-LSTM

Accuracy (ACC): the number of correctly classified
samples as a percentage of the total number of samples.

Accuracy = T P + T N

T P + FP + FN + T N
(10)

Precision (P): percentage of correctly identified attack
data out of all predicted attack data.

Precision = T P

T P + FP
(11)

Recall (R): percentage of correctly identified attack data
out of all actual attack data.

Recall = T P

T P + FN
(12)

Table 1 Distribution of the datasets

Dataset Class Samples Percentage

NSL-KDD Normal 77,054 51.8822 %

DoS 53,385 35.9453%

Probe 14,077 9.4783%

R2L 3749 2.5242%

U2R 252 0.1696%

UNSW-NB15 Normal 2,218,761 87.35%

Generic 215,481 8.4833%

Exploits 44,525 1.7529%

Fuzzers 24,246 0.9545%

DoS 16,353 0.6438%

Reconnaissance 13,987 0.5506%

Analysis 2677 0.1053%

Backdoor 2329 0.0916%

Shellcode 1511 0.0594%

Worms 174 0.0068%

F1 Score (F1): it is the harmonic mean of Recall and
Precision, which is a combined evaluation of Recall and
Precision.

F1 = 2 ∗ P ∗ R

P + R
(13)

Where True Positive (TP) is attack data correctly
identified as attack data by the classifier. False Positive
(FP) is normal data incorrectly identified as attack data by
the classifier. True Negative (TN) is normal data correctly
identified as normal data by the classifier. False Negative
(FN) is that the attack data is incorrectly identified as normal
data by the classifier.

Table 2 Parameters of GMM-WGAN-IDS

Module Parameter settings

SAE Batch size=100

learning rate=0.001

Epoch=100

Activation=Relu

Optimizer=Rmsprop

GMM-WGAN Hidden nodes=256

Batch size=68

Learning rate=0.00005

Optimizer=Rmsprop

activation=tanh

CNN-LSTM Batch size=100

Epochs=20

Optimizer=Adam

Dropout=0.5

Activation=Relu
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Fig. 8 The flow chart of GMM-WGAN-IDS

5.3 Parameters setting

All experiments in this paper are conducted on an Ubuntu
16.04.10 LTS (64-bit) system with an Intel®Core™i7
processor, 64GB of RAM and a 1TB hard drive. Python
is chosen as the programming language. In addition, third-
party libraries such as Numpy and Pandas are used in
the experiments. Since there is no automatic parameter
optimization algorithm available, the parameters and

Fig. 9 Performance comparison by number of neurons in hidden layer
on the NSL-KDD dataset

structure of the module can only be tuned through iterative
experiments or chosen based on previous experience. We
conduct a large number of parameter tuning experiments
and cross-validation to compare and analyze the module
performance under different parameters to determine the
final parameters. The main parameters of SAE, GMM-
WGAN, and CNN-LSTM are shown in Table 2.

5.4 Experimental procedure

As shown in Fig. 8, the preprocessed data is used as
input. The preprocessing includes data cleaning, numerical
coding, and normalization.

First, the optimal features are extracted using the SAE
module and fed into the classification module CNN-LSTM
to evaluate the effect of feature extraction.

Secondly, the GMM-WGAN module is used to alleviate
the imbalance of the data, and the original features are used
as input to evaluate the imbalance processing effect of the
GMM-WGAN module and its various parts.

Fig. 10 Performance comparison by number of neurons in hidden
layer on the UNSW-NB15 dataset
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Fig. 11 t-SNE visualization of
training data based on the
NSL-KDD dataset

Finally, the CNN-LSTM module is used for intrusion
detection to validate the overall performance of GMM-
WGAN-IDS, while an ablation study is performed to
evaluate the effectiveness of each module.

5.4.1 Optimal low-dimensional feature extraction based on
SAE

To deeply extract the optimal low-dimensional features
from the dataset, two layers of AE stacking are considered
to form the SAE. Firstly, the SAE is trained to tune it to the
optimal state. The first stage performs bottom-up layer-by-
layer unsupervised pre-training. The second stage performs
top-down fine-tuning using labeled data. At the same time,
noise is added to the original data to assist the training
of SAE in order to prevent overfitting during the training
process. Finally, the pre-processed data are input to the
SAE module for data reconstruction to extract the optimal
features and obtain the optimal low-dimensional dataset.

In this paper, the best features are found by compressing
the number of hidden layer neurons layer by layer.
The extracted optimal features are then input to the
CNN-LSTM module for multi-class detection to evaluate

the performance of the SAE module. After extensive
cross-validation, the best performance of the CNN-LSTM
module is achieved when the number of neurons in the
two hidden layers of SAE is 35 and 15, respectively,
which means that the SAE module extracts the optimal
low-dimensional features, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10.

5.4.2 GMM-WGAN based imbalance processing

For imbalance processing, the extracted optimal low-
dimensional dataset is divided into training and test sets, and
only the training set is processed. When training the GMM-
based WGAN, it is not enough to train by discriminator D
and generator G alternately against each other, but whether
the generated samples conform to the data distribution of
the real samples should also be considered. To show the
clustering under-sampling effect and the distribution of the
generated samples more visually, the t-SNE (t Distributed
Random Neighbor Embedding) [39] method is used to
visualize the data.

In the original dataset, the data distribution is seriously
imbalanced and uneven, as shown in Figs. 11a and 12a.
First, the clustering distribution status of each class of
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Fig. 12 t-SNE visualization of
training data based on the
UNSW-NB15 dataset

samples in the training set is derived by the GMM-
based clustering algorithm. Under-sampling of the majority
class samples is performed based on the distribution
status. As shown in Figs. 11b and 12b, the redundant
data of the majority class samples are reduced and
the most representative core data are retained. Secondly,
the optimal low-dimensional features extracted by SAE
are used as input, and the minority class samples are
generated by the GMM-based WGAN according to the
multiple distributions of the minority classes. Finally, the
majority class core samples are merged with the minority
class generated samples to form a new training set. As
shown in Figs. 11c and 12c, the generated minority class
samples have similarity and maintain diversity with the
original minority class samples, which demonstrates the
effectiveness of the GMM-WGAN module in alleviating
the problems of insufficient rare attack samples and data
imbalance.

To further evaluate the performance of the GMM-WGAN
module and its various parts, the original high-dimensional
features are used as input and subjected to imbalance
processing, which is then tested using the CNN-LSTM
module. In addition, to better represent the advantages of the
GMM-based WGAN in alleviating the shortage of minority

class samples, the performance comparison with the original
WGAN is also added. The results are shown in Figs. 13 and
14.

5.4.3 CNN-LSTM based intrusion detection and ablation
study

The new training set is used as the input in the CNN-LSTM
module. Since CNN processes two-dimensional data, we
convert the input data into a matrix for intrusion detection.
The module contains two convolutional layers and two
LSTM layers. The LSTM layer implements the analysis
of the data sequence, enabling the classification module
to examine the data according to the previously received
packets and to perform memory checks. The final layer of
the classification module is the fully connected layer, whose
performance is evaluated on the test set. Meanwhile, an
ablation study of GMM-WGAN-IDS is also performed to
verify the effectiveness of each module.

(1) CNN-LSTM Only: We only keep the CNN-LSTM
module to perform intrusion detection, which will evaluate
the classification performance of the CNN-LSTM module.

(2) w/o GMM-WGAN: We remove the GMM-WGAN
module from GMM-WGAN-IDS but keep the SAE module
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Fig. 13 Classification results after imbalance processing of the NSL-KDD dataset by the GMM-WGAN module and its various parts

and the CNN-LSTM module, which will evaluate the
feature extraction capability of the SAE module.

(3) w/o SAE: The SAE module is removed from GMM-
WGAN-IDS, which will evaluate the imbalance processing
capability of the GMM-WGAN module in the face of
high-dimensional data.

The results of the ablation study are shown in Table 3.
Each module of GMM-WGAN-IDS shows good perfor-
mance, especially model (3), which strips off the SAE
module to use the original high-dimensional features as the
input, and still performs the intrusion detection task well.
This is because the GMM-WGAN module has powerful
data imbalance processing capability, it can filter the major-
ity class redundant information, and capture the minority
class information more widely, to improve the minority
class detection accuracy. Comparing Model (2) and Model
(1), it can be seen that the SAE module can well achieve
optimal feature extraction from high-dimensional data, min-

imize the interference of redundant features to the classifier,
and alleviate the data imbalance phenomenon, to improve
the classifier detection performance. When all modules are
applied together, the better performance can be obtained.
Because the GMM-WGAN module uses the extracted best
features as the input instead of the original features. This
allows better fitting of the data distribution and more effi-
cient imbalance processing. Therefore, it is necessary to use
SAE as the first module of GMM-WGAN-IDS.

5.5 Comparative study

In this section, in order to verify the performance of the
GMM-WGAN module in terms of imbalance processing,
it is compared with the most representative methods and
imbalance processing algorithms. Also, to demonstrate the
superiority of GMM-WGAN-IDS, it is compared with the
state-of-the-art intrusion detection methods.
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Fig. 14 Classification results after imbalance processing of the UNSW-NB15 dataset by the GMM-WGAN module and its various parts

5.5.1 Comparison with classical methods and imbalance
processing algorithms

As shown in Table 4, the GMM-WGAN module is experi-
mentally compared with classical intrusion detection meth-
ods and imbalance processing algorithms. The classification
performance of classical models such as random forest
(RF) [40], support vector machine (SVM) [41] and multil-

ayer perceptron (MLP) [42] are compared on the NSL-
KDD dataset. The accuracy of MLP and F1 Score are
higher, 77.31% and 75.29% respectively. MLP is the basic
model of deep learning and has better classification perfor-
mance. Second, imbalance processing algorithms such as
random under-sampling (RUS) [43], random over-sampling
(ROS) [44] and synthetic minority over-sampling technique
(SMOTE) [45] are combined with the classical model to

Table 3 Results of the ablation study (%)

Model Module NSL-KDD UNSW-NB15

SAE GMM-WGAN CNN-LSTM Acc Pre Recall F1 Acc Pre Recall F1

GMM-WGAN-IDS � � � 86.59 88.55 86.59 86.88 87.70 88.46 87.70 85.44

(1) CNN-LSTM Only - - � 79.82 80.79 79.83 76.16 80.28 79.93 80.29 76.91

(2) w/o GMM-WGAN � - � 83.18 83.96 82.92 80.57 83.38 82.86 83.15 81.65

(3) w/o SAE - � � 84.65 85.13 84.65 83.95 84.87 85.69 84.87 83.26
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Table 4 comparison results between GMM-WGAN module and different methods(%)

Model NSL-KDD UNSW-NB15

Acc Pre Recall F1 Acc Pre Recall F1

RF [40] 74.25 80.21 74.25 69.98 74.35 75.55 74.34 72.38

SVM [41] 73.55 73.76 73.54 69.54 68.49 71.35 68.49 65.13

MLP [42] 77.31 78.52 77.31 75.29 78.32 80.12 78.32 75.98

RUS + RF 76.58 81.20 76.58 72.98 76.66 78.62 76.66 73.97

RUS + SVM 73.46 74.89 73.46 70.22 67.16 72.54 67.15 70.45

RUS + MLP 76.62 78.32 76.62 74.58 77.27 78.25 77.26 75.21

ROS + RF 75.02 80.11 75.02 70.89 77.67 80.49 77.67 75.01

ROS + SVM 74.78 80.23 74.77 73.05 68.32 73.64 68.32 70.00

ROS + MLP 78.10 80.12 78.10 75.18 76.13 79.68 76.12 76.20

SMOTE + RF 74.15 79.96 74.14 69.63 77.93 80.34 77.92 74.95

SMOTE + SVM 74.46 79.34 74.45 72.38 71.50 74.89 71.50 71.77

SMOTE + MLP 78.85 80.65 78.85 76.36 78.59 80.66 78.59 77.10

GMM-WGANModule 84.65 85.13 84.65 83.95 84.87 85.69 84.87 83.26

compare the classification performance. The model with
the highest accuracy and F1 Score is SMOTE+MLP with
78.85% and 76.36%, respectively. The model with the
highest precision is RUS+RF with 81.20%. On the UNSW-
NB15 dataset, the accuracy and F1 Score of MLP still
perform well relative to the other classical models with
78.32% and 75.98%, respectively. When combined with
the imbalance processing algorithm, SMOTE+MLP main-
tains the best performance with 78.59% and 77.10%. This
indicates that the deep learning model has stronger gener-
alization ability and scalability compared to the traditional
machine learning model.

On the other hand, imbalance processing algorithms
such as RUS, ROS, and SMOTE improve the classification
ability of the model less and even degrade the classification
performance. That is because they simply add or remove
samples without considering the real data distribution.
Under-sampling will lose useful information, over-sampling
will generate duplicate samples, while SMOTE will

increase the possibility of overlap between different classes
in the data and make the boundaries of adjacent classes more
blurred. GMM-WAGNmodule can accurately under-sample
majority class samples and generate minority class samples
based on the data distribution, which reduces redundant
samples and avoids the generation of duplicate samples.
On the NSL-KDD and UNSW-NB15 datasets, the GMM-
WGAN module improves at least 5.8%, 3.9%, 5.8%, 7.5%
and 6.2%, 5%, 6.2%, 6.6% in accuracy, precision, recall,
and F1 Score.

5.5.2 Comparison with state-of-the-art methods

In addition, GMM-WGAN-IDS is compared with the state-
of-the-art intrusion detection methods in recent years. As
shown in Tables 5 and 6, GMM-WGAN-IDS achieves the
best performance. On the NSL-KDD dataset, the accuracy,
precision, recall, and F1 Score of GMM-WGAN-IDS are
86.59%, 88.55%, 86.59%, and 86.88%, which are slightly

Table 5 Comparison results of
different detection models on
the NSL-KDD dataset (%)

Model Year Acc Pre Recall Fl

AE-RL [10] 2019 80.16 79.74 80.16 79.40

DQN [9] 2020 81.80 / / /

multi-CNN [12] 2020 81.33 / / /

DST-TL [13] 2020 84.60 / / /

AE [15] 2020 / 87.85 82.04 81.21

AESMOTE [24] 2020 82.09 / / 82.43

LCVAE [14] 2021 85.51 / 68.90 80.78

CAFE-CNN [18] 2021 83.34 85.35 83.44 82.60

I-SiamIDS [23] 2021 80.00 / / 68.34

GMM-WGAN-IDS 86.59 88.55 86.59 86.88
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Table 6 Comparison results of
different detection models on
the UNSW-NB15 dataset (%)

Model Year Acc Pre Recall F1

DQN [9] 2020 85.09 / / /

KG-DBN [11] 2020 86.49 / / /

WFEU-FFDNN [17] 2020 77.16 / / /

CNN-BiLSTM [22] 2020 77.16 82.63 79.91 81.25

MCNN-DFS [16] 2021 80.51 81 81 81

PSO-LightGBM [19] 2021 86.68 / / /

GMM-WGAN-IDS 87.70 88.46 87.70 85.44

higher than the literature [14] in terms of accuracy and
slightly higher than the literature [15] in terms of precision.
On the UNSW-NB15 dataset, the accuracy, precision, recall,
and F1 Score are 87.70%, 88.46%, 87.70%, and 85.44%,
respectively, which are higher than other intrusion detection
methods. It demonstrates the superiority of GMM-WGAN-
IDS compared with the state-of-the-art intrusion detection
methods.

Overall, the above comparison results fully prove that
GMM-WGAN-IDS can improve the detection accuracy
of rare attacks and has good generalization ability for
the detection of unknown attacks. It shows excellent
performance in the face of high-dimensional, complex, and
imbalanced data, which achieves intelligent and efficient
intrusion detection.

6 Conclusion

In the paper, for high-dimensional imbalanced data, a
novel multi-module integrated intrusion detection system
GMM-WGAN-IDS is proposed. The system improves the
detection performance in the case of feature redundancy and
data imbalance, especially the detection rate of rare attacks.
Firstly, we propose the feature extraction module, SAE
module. The module can obtain optimal low-dimensional
features of high-dimensional data by stacking multiple AEs.
Secondly, we propose an imbalance processing module,
GMM-WGAN. The module reduces the imbalance of the
training dataset by majority class under-sampling based
on GMM-based clustering algorithm and minority class
generation by GMM-based WGAN. Finally, we propose the
classification module, CNN-LSTM. The module maximizes
the intrusion detection performance by merging CNN
and LSTM together. The experimental results show that
GMM-WGAN-IDS improves the detection accuracy of
overall and rare attack classes and achieves good intrusion
detection results. Meanwhile, an ablation study is conducted
to verify the effectiveness of each module, which fully
demonstrates the powerful detection capability of GMM-
WGAN-IDS for high-dimensional imbalanced data. In the
future, convolutional generative adversarial network will be

designed and applied to intrusion detection to obtain better
conclusions. Moreover, the attention mechanism may be
applied to feature extraction to make feature extraction more
effective.
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